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Teaching Spelling  
 
So, you’ve got the words you want to teach, 
but just how do you go about doing it? If 
there’s one thing that’s pretty certain, it’s that 
giving children a list of words and telling them 
to get on with it isn’t going to be terribly 
productive. If we want children to develop 
strong spelling skills, we need to teach them a 
whole range of strategies to support them. For 
what it’s worth, here are our best ideas 
 
1. Build a classroom culture where it’s 
fine to try and use an unusual word and get it wrong. Children need to know that 
making mistakes is part of the learning process. Telling children you’d much rather 
see exquisite spelled wrong than really nice spelled correctly is going to help everyone 
become a better writer. For this to work, it can’t just be once: you’ll probably need to 
reinforce this every time the class sit down to write. 
 
2. Try to encourage children’s interest in words and language. An exploratory 
approach to teaching spelling and language development is likely to be much more useful 
than just memorising lists of words. You might:  
- Draw attention to interesting words as you read with the class: guided reading is 
especially useful for this. 
- Introduce some ‘words of the week’- new or unusual words that everyone has to try and 
use at least once before Friday. When someone manages to use a word in the context of a 
lesson, stop and acknowledge it. 
- Try to model appropriate vocabulary yourself, showing an enthusiasm for language and 
words. For some children, their teacher will be the most important source of new 
language. 
 
3. Make sure children remember to use their phonic knowledge and skill to 
support their spelling as they move through the school. Encouraging children to 
segment the word they want to spell into its individual phonemes and then apply their 
knowledge of the grapheme-phoneme correspondences is the key. The chances are these 
have been painstakingly taught in KS1, and for older children it’s about making sure they 
keep this skill fresh. Reminding children to segment ‘catch’ into its three sounds- /c/ /a/ /ch/- 
and then choose the graphemes to represent those sounds- ‘c’ ‘a’ ‘tch’- sounds like such a 
basic way of supporting spelling, but practising it is so important.  
 
4. Ask children to write down the words that they are learning how to 
spell. The physical act of writing the words by hand helps to anchor the spelling in 
children’s memories and encourages them to think about the letters that represent the 
sounds in the word. You just don’t get the same benefits if children type the words into a 
PC or tablet. 
 



5. Use morphology, orthography and etymology to support spelling. These are a 
significant element of the spelling strand of the 2014 national curriculum, and are key to 
supporting children’s spelling. If they can learn about how words are formed and some of 
the reasons why words are spelled the way they are, suddenly English starts to make a bit 
more sense. For example: 
- Children can learn how morphemes can be joined together and the ‘rules’ for doing this. 
The spelling of familiar morphemes can be learnt and re-used, e.g. prefixes, and inflections 
such as ‘-ed’ and ‘-ing’. 
- Learning to be aware of orthographic patterns can really help with spelling. Often, the 
most probable spelling choice depends on the position of the letter or letters in a word. For 
example, the ‘ay’ digraph often occurs at the ends of words, (as in day, pray, delay, 
Monday). The ‘ai’ digraph, on the other hand, often appears within words (like rain, 
maintain, or obtain). 
- Older children might benefit from thinking about the links between spelling and 
meaning words that are related to each other. For example, knowing that the 
words science, conscious, and conscience all share the same Latin root (scire- to know) 
might help children to remember the ‘sci’ with which they are spelled. 
 
6. ‘Over-pronunciation' is a great spelling strategy. So for Wednesday encourage 
children to say Wed-nes-day as they write. There are lots of words which feature sounds 
that aren’t always pronounced clearly (such as words ending in -ed), so asking children to 
over-pronounce these when spelling can also be useful (for example, teaching children to 
say hopped or skipped instead of jumpt can be a huge help). 
 
7. There are few resources more motivating than a highlighter pen for 
primary-aged children. You can focus children’s attention on the specific GPCs that 
might be tricky in a word by asking them to highlight them. For example, show them 
that receive has ‘ei’ in the middle and ask them to write the word, and then highlight or 
underline this part to help them remember.  
 
 

 
  



YEAR 4 

Long Term Plan 

WEEK AUTUMN 1 AUTUMN 2 SPRING 1 SPRING 2 SUMMER 1 SUMMER 2 

1 
List 1 

Suffixes  
-ing & -ed 

List 8 
Adding the 

suffix -ly 

List 15 
Prefix  
Bi- re- 

 

List 21 
Words ending 

with /zhuh/ 
sound spelt 

‘sure’ 
 

List 28 
-tion & -cian 

List 35 
Soft c spelt ‘ce’ 

and ‘ci’ 

2 

List 2 
Adding suffixes 

to vowel 
sounds 

List 9 
Adding the 

suffix -ly 
 

List 16  
Word ending 

in the /g/ 
sound spelt 
gue and the 

/k/ sound spelt 
que 

List 22 
Words ending 

with /chuh/ 
sound spelt 

‘ture’ 
 

List 29 
Homophones 

List 36 
Prefix 

Inter-, anti- & 
auto- 

3 
List 3  

Adding suffixes 
ful & less 

List 10 
Short /i/ sound 

spelt y 
 

List 17 
Words spelt 

/sh/ sound spelt 
ch 

List 23 
Silent letters 

  

List 30 
Adding the 
suffix -ation 

List 37 
Adding the 
suffix -ous 

4 

List 4 
Adding suffixes 

ment & ness 
 

List 11 
Prefix  

-mis, -dis, un 
 

List 18 
/U/ sound  

Spelt o (revise) 
Spelt ou. 

 

List 24 
Prefix  

In- and -im  
Il- and ir- 

List 31 
Prefixes 

Sub and super 

List 38 
Homophones 

5 

List 5 
Long /eI / 

sound 
 

List 12 
Words with a 
/k/ spelt ch 

List 19 
Word families 

 

List 25 
Homophones 

List 32 
Word families 

List 39 
Review of past 

lists  

6 
List 6  

Homophones 
 

List 13 
Homophones 

  

List 20 
Review of past 

rules & 
statutory 

words 

List 26 
-sion & -ssion 

List 33 
Words spelt /s/ 
sounds spent 

with sc 

 

7 

List 7 
Review of 
statutory 

words 

List 14  
Review of past 

rules & 
statutory 

words 

 

List 27 
Review of past 

rules & 
statutory 

words 

List 34 
Review of past 

rules & 
statutory 

words 

 
 



 
YEAR 4 

Teaching Sequence 
 

Fast and accurate spelling of an extensive vocabulary is a key component of writing fluency. Many of the skills that 
support word reading will also support spelling, but spelling demands great specificity and has different motor 
demands. There is limited high quality evidence about how to teach spelling, but it is clear that spelling should be 
actively taught rather than simply tested. 
 

Teaching sequence  
The programme has been written broadly following a teaching sequence for spelling, whereby each new concept is 
taught, practised and then applied and assessed. Frequently there is also a ‘Revise’ session before the teaching session. 
A typical teaching sequence is as follows: 
 

 
 

An example of how this teaching sequence could fit into the weekly teaching of English: 
 

Friday  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
TEST 

Previous week’s 
words tested 

including the ‘Two 
to Test’ to check 

strategy / concept 
has been 

understood.  
 

LESSON 
Revise previous 

word list/ strategy 
from previous 

years. What can 
they remember?  
Teach the new 

strategy / concept 
or the additional 

words. 

  Investigate the 
strategy and collect 

other examples.  
 

Model having a go 
at applying the 
strategy to new 

words.  
 

Model using the 
new vocabulary in 

a sentences.   

  Practise using the 
strategy / word list 

words in wider 
writing in context of 

a current topic. 

TEST 
Previous week’s 

words tested 
including the ‘Two 
to Test’ to check 

strategy / concept 
has been 

understood.  
 

LESSON 
Revise previous 

word list/ strategy 
from previous 

years. What can 
they remember?  
Teach the new 

strategy / concept 
or the additional 

words. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



YEAR 4 

Teaching Activities 
 

Look, Say, Cover, 
Write, Check 

This is probably the most common strategy used to learn spellings. 
Look: first look at the whole word carefully and if there is one part of the word that is difficult, 
look at that part in more detail. Look for letter strings / patterns of letters and syllables etc… 
Say: say the word as you look at it, using different ways of pronouncing it if that will make it 
more memorable. 
Cover: cover the word. 
Write: write the word from memory, saying the word as you do so. 
Check: Have you got it right? If yes, try writing it again and again! If not, start again – look, say, 
cover, write, check. 

Trace, Copy and 
Replicate 

This is a similar learning process to ‘look, say, cover, write, check’ but is about developing 
automaticity and muscle memory. 
Write the word out on a sheet of paper ensuring that it is spelt correctly and it is large enough to 
trace over. Trace over the word and say it at the same time. Move next to the word you have 
just written and write it out as you say it. Turn the page over and write the word as you say it, 
and then check that you have spelt it correctly. 
If this is easy, do the same process for two different words at the same time. Once you have 
written all your words this way and feel confident, miss out the tracing and copying or the 
tracing alone and just write the words. 

Segmentation The splitting of a word into its constituent phonemes in the correct order to support spelling. 

Quickwrite 

Writing the words linked to the teaching focus with speed and fluency. The aim is to write as 
many words as possible within a time constraint. 
Pupils can write words provided by the teacher or generate their own examples. For example, in 
two minutes write as many words as possible with the /iː/ phoneme. 
This can be turned into a variety of competitive games including working in teams and 
developing relay race approaches. 

Drawing an Image / 
Annotating the Word 

This strategy is all about making a word memorable. It links to meaning in order to try 
to make the spelling noticeable. 
You can’t use this method as your main method of learning spellings, but it might work 
on those that are just a little more difficult to remember. 
This strategy can be very useful when learning pairs or groups of homophones. 
Annotating the words with symbols to represent its meaning can be a powerful learning 
tool. 

Words Without 
Vowels 

This strategy is useful where the vowel choices are the challenge in the words. Write the words 
without the vowels and pupils have to choose the correct grapheme to put in the space. For 
example, for the word field: 

F__LD 
 

Pyramid Words 

This method of learning words forces you to think of each letter separately. 
p 

p y 
p y r 

p y r a 
p y r a m 

p y r a m i 
p y r a m i d 

You can then reverse the process so that you end up with a diamond. 

Highlighting / 
Rainbow Writing 

Using coloured pencils in different ways can help to make parts of words memorable. You could 
highlight the tricky parts of the word or write the tricky part in a different colour. You could also 
write each letter in a different colour, or write the word in red, then overlay in orange, yellow 
and so on. 
Saying the word in a funny way – for example, pronouncing the ‘silent’ letters in a word 

Silly Sentences Make up memorable ‘silly sentences’ containing the word. Despite the fact that the sentences can 
be silly, they must make sense and not use the word in a manner that doesn’t make sense. 

Over Pronunciation Practice over pronouncing words to highlight tricky letter strings. This can be particularly useful 
for the schwa vowel sound where the vowel sound has become an unstressed syllable over time. 

 
  



YEAR 4 

Morphology Graphic Organisers 
 

Teaching pupils to use morphemes (root words, prefixes, and suffixes) can develop their vocabulary while 
also improving phonological awareness, decoding, and spelling. The National Curriculum provides lists of 
words that pupils must learn to spell at Year 3–4 and Year 5–6 which have been adopted and expanded 
in our word lists. A vast majority of these words can be modified by using morphemes, so if pupils learn 
the 100 words in the Year 5–6 list they should be able to read, spell, and understand several hundred 
words as well as having developed an understanding of word-building, which they can apply to other 
vocabulary. Morphemes combine information about spelling, meaning, and grammar and so 
morphological awareness can support every aspect of literacy. 

 

Below are some examples of morphology graphic organisers. 

 

 

 

 

  



YEAR 4 

Developing Vocabulary 
 
While pupils may have the decoding skills required to say a word out loud or even spell it correctly, they 
will only be able to fully understand what it means if it is already in their vocabulary. Approaches to 
develop vocabulary can be split into two groups:  
 

1. The explicit teaching of new vocabulary, 
 

2. The exposure to a rich language environment with opportunities to hear and confidently 
experiment with new words (this could be considered as implicit teaching of new vocabulary).  

 
Both approaches should be used and the following points should be considered. 
 
• Repeated exposure to new vocabulary is necessary across spoken language, reading, and writing. 
• Pre-teaching and discussing new words can support reading comprehension. 
• Pupils should learn new words as well as how to use familiar words in new contexts. 
• Vocabulary learning should entail active engagement in learning tasks. 
• Digital technology can be used to help develop and teach vocabulary. 
 
When pre-teaching and discussing new words, it is useful for teachers to consider Beck and McKeown’s 
tiers of vocabulary. Explicit teaching may best focus on Tier 2 words, words which can be considered as 
ambitious, and also those that children are likely to come across in a variety of contexts across the 
curriculum. Beck and McKeown suggest these words ‘are not the most basic or common ways of 
expressing ideas, but they are familiar to mature language users as ordinary as opposed to specialized 
language’. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Whilst specific Tier 3 vocabulary will be taught in a cross-curricular manner, the KJS spelling scheme aims 
to develop a wide vocabulary of Tier 1 and 2 words which children will be encouraged to use in their 
everyday writing within a range of contexts. Specific instruction on the morphology of words will also help 
children to decipher new words in context by drawing of the meaning inherent in the in the various 
morphological constituent parts. 

 

  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 1 
Objective: Revise the adding of the -ing and -ed suffix.  

 

–ing –ed 
treating struggling treated struggled 

entertaining carrying entertained carried 
delivering deciding delivered decided 

 
If the vowel is a short sound with 
only one consonant after it, then 

double the consonant in the 
spelling before adding ‘-ing’ 

 

If the vowel is a short sound but 
has more than one consonant 

after it, then add ‘-ing’. 

 

If the root word ends in ‘e’, drop 
the ‘e’ when adding ‘-ing’. 

 

If a word has a short vowel with 
only one consonant after it, then 

double the consonant in the 
spelling. 

 

If a word has a short vowel with 
more than one consonant after it, 

then add ‘-ed’. 
 

If a word ends in ‘e’ then just add 
‘d’. 

 
If a word has a long vowel sound, 

then add -ed. 
 

If a word ends in a consonant 
followed by a  ‘y’, then change 

the ‘y’ to an ‘i’ and add ed. 
 

 

 

 

TWO TO TEST enjoying enjoyed 

 



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 2 
Objective: I can add suffixes with a vowel to words with more than one 

syllable.  
 

unstressed last syllable stressed last syllable 
gardening offered forgetting beginner 
gardener frightened forgotten preferred 
offering frightening beginning preferring 

 

TWO TO TEST focusing committed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 3 
Objective: Revise the adding of the -ful and -less suffix.  

 

–ful –less 
purposeful playful spotless merciless 

fearful beautiful penniless careless 
stressful merciful hopeless blameless 

 

TWO TO TEST harmful helpless 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 4 
Objective: Revise the adding of the -ness and -ment suffix.  

 

–ness –ment 
sadness happiness agreement enjoyment 

brightness laziness arrangement punishment 
loneliness clumsiness equipment payment 

 

TWO TO TEST darkness excitement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 5 
Objective: I can spell worlds containing the long /ei/ sound.  

 

‘ei’ ‘eigh’ ‘ey’ 
vein eight hey 

sleigh eighth obey 
beige weight they 
reign eighty prey 

 

TWO TO TEST veil survey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 6 
Objective: I can recognise and spell common homophones. 

 
 

to/two/too not/knot 
they’re/their/there some/sum 

witch/which  
 
to expressing motion in the direction of e.g. I am walking to the 

shops 
two referring to the number 
too in addition e.g. Is he coming too? 
they’re the contracted form of they are 
their belonging to or associated with the people or things previously 

mentioned 
there in, at, or to that place or position 
witch a person thought to have magic powers, especially evil ones 
which asking for specific information 
not used with an auxiliary verb or ‘be’ to form the negative. e.g. he 

would not say 
knot a fastening made by looping a piece of string, rope, or 

something similar on itself and tightening it 
some an unspecified amount or number of 
sum to find the sum of two amounts through addition 

 
 

TWO TO TEST stare stair 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 7 
Objective: accurately spell the statutory words for year 3/4 

 

Y3/4 statutory words 
early earth experiment extreme favourite 

February fruit grammar heart height 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 8 
Objective: I can spell words using the -ly suffix to create adverbs 

 
For this spelling test, you do not need to practise the root words. Please 

practise only the adverbs. 
  

No change to the root word 
root word 

Add -ly to the 
root word 

adverb 
kind kindly 
quick quickly 
sweet sweetly 
secret secretly  

 

 

 

 

TWO TO TEST terribly cheekily 

  
 

 

Root word ends in a ‘y’ and is more than one syllable 
root word 

Take off the y 
and add -ily 

adverb 
happy happily 
angry angrily 
lazy lazily 

greedy greedily 

Root word ends in ‘le’ 
root word 

Swap the le 
ending for -ly 

adverb 
gentle gently 
noble nobly 

probable probably 
humble humbly 



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 9 
Objective: I can spell words using the -ly suffix to create adverbs 

 
For this spelling test, you do not need to practise the root words. Please 

practise only the adverbs and common exceptions. 

 

 
 

  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

TWO TO TEST gymnastics crystal 

 
 

Root word ends in ‘ic’ 
root word 

Add -ally to the 
end 

adverb 
basic basically 

frantic frantically 
dramatic dramatically 

Root word ends in ‘al’ 
root word 

Add -ly to the 
end 

adverb 
actual actually 

accidental accidently 
occasional occasionally 

Common exceptions 
truly shyly 
fully slyly 



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 10 
Objective: I can recognise common words that use the ‘y’ grapheme as the /I/ 

phoneme. 
 

myth gym system 
Egypt pyramid mystery 
hymn syrup symptom 

symbol typical lyric 
 
The letter ‘Y’ is unique in the English language in that it can be used as 
both a consonant as a vowel. When used as a vowel, the ‘Y’ can have 
several different sounds: 

 
1) Baby and happy-  Y makes a /ee/ phoneme. 
2) Gym and gypsy-  Y makes an /i/ phoneme. 
3) Cry and fly-   Y makes an /igh/ phoneme. 

 
 

TWO TO TEST gymnastics crystal 
 

 

  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 11 
Objective: I can add prefixes to root words 

 

mis- dis- un- 
misheard disappear unheard 

misspell disbelieve ungroup 
misread discover unable 
misprint disapprove untrue 

 

The following prefixes are used to change the root word into a negative.  

For example:  

To hear – you take in all the information that someone is telling you  

To mishear – you may have not heard all the information you needed. 

TWO TO TEST misbehave discolour 

 
  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 12 
Objective: I can recognise words that are spelt with a /k/ sound but are spelt 

ch 
 

scheme chorus echo 
technology stomach character 
orchestra chaos ache 
anchor mechanic monarch 

 
For some words, that have been taken into English language from 
Greek ch- sounds like k: 
 
  character chemist, chorus, 
  ache, echo, school, etc… 
 

TWO TO TEST school chemist 

 
  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 13 
Objective: I can recognise and spell common homophones. 

 
 

main/mane ball/bawl 
blue/blew knew/new 
eight/ate weather/whether 

 
main chief in size or importance e.g. a main road 
mane a growth of long hair on the neck of a horse, lion, or other 

mammal 
blue of a colour such as of the sky or sea on a sunny day 
blew the past tense of blow e.g. the boy blew bubbles 
eight referring to the number 
ate the past tense of to eat 
ball an item that would be used on the playground 
bawl shout or call out noisily 
knew past tense of know: to be aware of through observation 
new something that has just been created or released. 
weather the state of the atmosphere at a particular place and time as 

regards heat, cloudiness, dryness, sunshine, wind, rain 
whether expressing a doubt or choice between alternatives 

 
 

TWO TO TEST missed mist 
 

 
  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 14 
Objective: accurately spell the statutory words for year 3 / 4 

 
   
   
   

*These spelling will be dependent on the class. The class teacher may select a variety of 
words from different rules that children have particularly struggled on or some from a 
particular list they wish to repeat. 

 
 

Y3/4 statutory words 
length library material 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 15 
Objective: I can recognise and spell common homophones. 

 
 

bi- re- 
bicycle  reappear 
biplane redecorate 
bisect reapply 

bilingual rebuild 
biannual reconsider 

 

bi-  meaning ‘two’ or ‘twice’ 
re-   meaning ‘again’ or ‘back’ 
  
 

TWO TO TEST biweekly repay 

 
  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 16 
Objective: I can recognise common words that use the letter strings –gue and 

–que at the end of them. 
 

-gue -que 
league plague unique mosque 
fatigue rogue cheque antique 
vague catalogue critique technique 

 
 
 

 
 

TWO TO TEST tongue plaque 

 

  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 17 
Objective: I can spell words with the /sh/ sound that are spelt ch. 

 
ricochet chalet machine 

parachute crochet brochure 
moustache champagne chute 

charade chandelier chivalry 
 
Words drawn from French, if written as it sounds, would be a 
combination of S and H as in machine (ma-sheen). In words taken 
into English from French, ch- sounds like sh: 
 
  chef, chauffeur, chaperone, 
  machine, moustache, parachute etc… 
 

TWO TO TEST chef machinist  

 
  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 18 
Objective: I can spell words with the /U/ sound but are spelt ‘ou’ 

 

Revision  
/U/ spelt ‘o’ 

/U/ spelt ‘ou’ 

woman enough trouble touch 
brother young courage country 
Monday double rough cousin 

 
In these words the short sound ‘u’ (/ʌ/) is spelled with the letters ou.  
 
Compare with other spellings of the short ‘u’ vowel sound:  

1. u: cup, put, shut  
2. oo: book, look 
3. o: woman, Monday, brother 

 

TWO TO TEST nourish tough 

 
  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 19 
Objective: I can recognise words that are the part of the same family. 

 
Word families are a groups of words that contain the same root. There 
meanings are related like a family.  
All of these words contain the root word run. 
 
Run          running  runner  runs   rerun 
 
The root words are not being tested that are highlighted in bold will 
not be tested. 
 

Word Families 
frost self take 

frosted selfish taken 
frosting selfless taking 
frostbite himself mistake 
defrost himself mistaken 

 

 
 
 

 
 

TWO TO TEST frosty undertake 

 
  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 20 
Objective: accurately spell the statutory words for year 3 / 4 

 
   
   
   

*These spelling will be dependent on the class. The class teacher may select a variety of 
words from different rules that children have particularly struggled on or some from a 
particular list they wish to repeat. 

 
 

Y3/4 statutory words 
often opposite ordinary 



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 21 
Objective: I can recognise word with the /ʒə/  sound spelt ‘sure’.  

 
treasure measure pleasure 
exposure leisure enclosure 
pressure composure closure 
reassure assure disclosure 

 
 

TWO TO TEST displeasure remeasure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 22 
Objective: I can recognise word with the /tʃə/ sound spelt ‘ture’. 

 
creature picture nature 
texture future temperature 

structure adventure miniature 
vulture sculpture gesture 

 

TWO TO TEST puncture fracture 

 
 

  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 23 
Objective: I can recognise words that use silent letters. 

 

answer strength guard 
gnome build guide 
gnaw island knowledge 
knife whirl honest 

 

TWO TO TEST write half 

 
  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 24 
Objective: I can use the prefixes in, -im, il, and ir- to adapt the meaning of a 

root word. 
 

in- im- il- ir- 
incomplete important illegal irregular 

increase impossible illuminate irresponsible 
independent impatient illegible irreversible 

 
 

TWO TO TEST immature  incorrect 

 

  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 25 
Objective: I can recognise and spell common homophones. 

 
knight/night flee/flea 
break/brake seen/scene 
great/grate need/knead 

 
knight a man who served his sovereign or lord as a mounted soldier in 

armour. 
night the period from sunset to sunrise in each twenty-four hours 
break a pause in work or during an activity or event 
brake a device for slowing or stopping a moving vehicle 
great to describe something that is better than good 
grate reduce (food) to small shreds by rubbing it on a grater 
flee run away from a place or situation of danger 
flea a small wingless jumping insect which feeds on the blood of 

mammals and birds 
seen past participle of seepast participle of see 
scene a sequence of continuous action in a play, film, opera, or book 
need to require something because it is essential or very important 
knead work moistened flour or clay into dough or paste with the 

hands 
 

 

TWO TO TEST fair fare 

 
  

https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=88885517254351e635f785a8744f5344189a7cfbaef859a3e1dd43508fd0825cJmltdHM9MTY1NjQzOTg0OCZpZ3VpZD1mZmU0MjYzZC1mNjkwLTRiZTItYTdiNy01ODdkMmU2MDM5OWUmaW5zaWQ9NTQwNA&ptn=3&fclid=a31f01d0-f70d-11ec-bbd1-8651453b53dc&u=a1L3NlYXJjaD9xPWRlZmluZStzZWU&ntb=1
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=88885517254351e635f785a8744f5344189a7cfbaef859a3e1dd43508fd0825cJmltdHM9MTY1NjQzOTg0OCZpZ3VpZD1mZmU0MjYzZC1mNjkwLTRiZTItYTdiNy01ODdkMmU2MDM5OWUmaW5zaWQ9NTQwNA&ptn=3&fclid=a31f01d0-f70d-11ec-bbd1-8651453b53dc&u=a1L3NlYXJjaD9xPWRlZmluZStzZWU&ntb=1


YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 26 
Objective: I can spell words with the -sion and -ssion letting string. 

 
When the root word ends in ‘se’, ‘de’ or ‘d’ If the root word ends in ‘ss’ or ‘mit’ 

-sion -ssion 
tension extension expression permission 

conclusion division discussion impression 
supervision explosion possession confession 

 

TWO TO TEST revision admission 

 
  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 27 
Objective: Review of past rules & statutory words 

 
   
   
   

*These spelling will be dependent on the class. The class teacher may select a variety of 
words from different rules that children have particularly struggled on or some from a 
particular list they wish to repeat. 

 

Y3/4 statutory words 
popular potatoes promise 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 28 
Objective: I can spell words with the -tion and -cian letting string. 

 
When the root word ends in ‘te’, ‘t’ or has no 

definite root 
If the root word ends in ‘ss’ or ‘mit’ 

-tion -cian 
invention position musician politician 

question solution magician technician 

mention attraction beautician dietician 
 

TWO TO TEST action electrician 

 
  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 29 
Objective: I can recognise and spell common homophones. 

 
male/mail aisle/isle/I’ll 
idol/idle whose/who’s 

rain/rein/reign  
 
male a boy 
mail Something that is delivered in the post i.e. a parcel or letter 
idol a person or thing that is greatly admired, loved 
idle to be lazy 
rain moisture that falls through the air in the form of droplets 
rein a long, narrow strap attached to a horse 
reign to rule as a monarch 
aisle a passage between rows of seats in a building such as a church 
isle an island or peninsula, especially a small one 
I’ll the contracted form of I will 
whose belonging to or associated with which person 
who’s the contracted from of who is 

 
 

TWO TO TEST he’ll heal 

 
  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 30 
Objective: I can spell words with the -ation letter string. 

 
information preparation relation organisation 
adoration education reputation population 
sensation location imagination generation 

 
The suffix -ation is added to verbs to form nouns.  

 

TWO TO TEST nation punctuation 

 

  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 31 
Objective: I can spell words with the sub- and super- letting string. 

 
Prefix meaning ‘under’ Prefix meaning ‘above 

sub- super- 
submarine subscribe superpower supervise 
subheading subtract superhuman superstition 
submerge submit superman superhero 

 
super-  above / beyond 
sub- under 

 

TWO TO TEST subway superstar 

 
  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 32 
Objective: I can recognise words that are the part of the same family. 

 
Word families are a groups of words that contain the same root. There 
meanings are related like a family.  
All of these words contain the root word run. 
 
Run          running  runner  runs   rerun 
 

Word Families 
breath surprise learn 
breathe surprised learned 

breathing surprising learning 
breathless surprisingly relearn 

 
 

 
 
 
 

TWO TO TEST breathed relearning 

 
  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 33 
Objective: I can spell words with the /s/ sound spelt ‘sc’ 

 
crescent scent descent descend 

disciplined scissors scientists ascend 
fascinated ascent scenery scene 

 
 

TWO TO TEST science scented 

 

  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 34 
Objective: accurately spell the statutory words for year 3 / 4 

 
   
   

*These spelling will be dependent on the class. The class teacher may select a variety of 
words from different rules that children have particularly struggled on or some from a 
particular list they wish to repeat. 

 

Y3/4 statutory words 
suppose therefor though 

although  thought 
 

  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 35 
Objective: I can spell words with a /s/ sound but with ‘ce’ or ‘ci’ grapheme. 

 

‘ce’ ‘ci’ 
centre recent circle special 

century experience medicine accident 
certain notice exercise cinema 

 

TWO TO TEST sentence city 

 
  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 36 
Objective: I can use the prefixes inter-, anti- and auto- to adapt the meaning 

of a root word. 
 

inter- anti- auto- 
interact antiseptic autograph 
interfere anticlockwise automatic 
internet antibiotic autopilot 
interrupt antisocial autocorrect 

 
inter-  used to form adjectives meaning "between or among the 

people, things, or places mentioned" 
auto- originating from the thing described 
anti- against (compare to ante- before) 

 

TWO TO TEST antidote  autofocus 

 
  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 37 
Objective: I can spell with the -ous suffix 

 
For this spelling test, please learn the words ending in -ous and the common 

exceptions to these rules 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

TWO TO TEST fabulous adventurous 

 
  

Root word ends in ‘y’ 
root word 

The y becomes 
an ‘i’ 

spellings to learn 
vary various 
fury furious 

mystery mysterious 

Words ending in ‘our’ 
root word 

The ‘our’ 
becomes ‘or’ 

spellings to learn 
humour humorous 
glamour glamorous 

odour odorous 

Words ending in ‘e’ 
root word 

Drop the ‘e’ 
but not ‘ge’ 

spellings to learn 
fame famous 
nerve nervous 

ridicule ridiculous 

No definite root word 
tremendous 

Jealous 
Hideous 
curious  



YEAR 4 

SPELLING LIST 38 
Objective: I can recognise and spell common homophones. 

 
grown/groan plane/plain 

deer/dear piece/peace 
tail/tale through/threw 

 
grown to grow taller or may refer to personal growth i.e. maturity 
groan a deep inarticulate sound conveying pain, despair etc. 
deer a hoofed grazing or browsing animal, with branched bony 

antlers that are typical of the males 
dear to regard something with deep affection 
tail on animals, a flexible extension of the back bone. 
tale a fictitious or true narrative or story, especially one that is 

imaginatively recounted 
plane an airborne object that soars without the movement of wings 
plain not decorated or elaborate; simple or basic in character 
piece a portion of an object or of material, produced by cutting, 

tearing, or breaking the whole 
peace freedom from disturbance; tranquillity 
through moving in one side and out of the other side of an opening, 

channel, or location 
threw (past tense) to throw something through the air with force 

  
TWO TO TEST here hear 

 
  



APPENDIX 1 

International Phonetic Alphabet 
 

The table below shows each symbol of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and provides examples 
of the associated grapheme(s). The table is not a comprehensive alphabetic code chart; it is intended simply 
as guidance for teachers in understanding the IPA symbols used. The pronunciations in the table are, by 
convention, based on Received Pronunciation and could be significantly different in other accents. 

 

 
 

  



APPENDIX 2 

National Curriculum Wordlists 
 
 

 

Y
EA

R
 3

 a
nd

 4
 

 
accident(ally), actual(ly), address, answer, appear, arrive, believe, 

bicycle, breath, breathe, build, busy/business, calendar, caught, 
centre, century, certain, circle, complete, consider, continue, decide, 

describe, different, difficult, disappear, early, earth, eight/eighth, 
enough, exercise, experience, experiment, extreme, famous, 

favourite, February, forward(s), fruit, grammar, group, guard, 
guide, heard, heart, height, history, imagine, increase, important, 

interest, island, knowledge, learn, length, library, material, 
medicine, mention, minute, natural, naughty, notice, occasion(ally), 

often, opposite, ordinary, particular, peculiar, perhaps, popular, 
position, possess(ion), possible, potatoes, pressure, probably, 
promise, purpose, quarter, question, recent, regular, reign, 

remember, sentence, separate, special, straight, strange, strength, 
suppose, surprise, therefore, though/although, thought, through, 

various, weight, woman/women 

Y
EA

R
 5

 a
nd

 6
 

accommodate, accompany, according, achieve, aggressive, 
amateur, ancient, apparent, appreciate, attached, available, 

average, awkward,  bargain, bruise, category, cemetery, 
committee, communicate, community, competition, conscience, 

conscious, controversy, convenience, correspond, criticise, curiosity, 
definite, desperate, determined, develop, dictionary, disastrous, 

embarrass, environment, equipped, equipment, especially, 
exaggerate, excellent, existence, explanation, familiar, foreign, forty, 

frequently, government, guarantee, harass, hindrance, identity, 
immediate(ly), individual, interfere, interrupt, language, leisure, 

lightning (h), marvellous, mischievous, muscle (h), necessary, 
neighbour, nuisance, occupy, occur, opportunity, parliament, 

,persuade, physical, prejudice, privilege, profession, programme , 
pronunciation, queue, recognise, recommend, relevant ,restaurant, 
rhyme , rhythm, sacrifice, secretary, shoulder, signature, sincere(ly), 

soldier, stomach, sufficient, suggest, symbol (h), system, 
temperature, thorough, twelfth, variety, vegetable, vehicle, yacht 


